
1946-1961, cont. 
 

 
1952-1956 Sectionals 

 
From 1952 through 1956, rather than issue regional maps, Shell printed sectional 
maps.  Instead of following state boundaries, they arbitrarily chopped the U.S. into 
twelve sections.  These difficult-to-follow maps were unpopular and discontinued. 

The back for any 
particular sectional was 
usually the same, or 
nearly so, throughout the 
series.  Occasionally 
there were slight textual 
changes. 

Each sectional 
had its number 
and area shown 
on the front cover. 



1962-1972 
 

 
Indiana 1962      Wisconsin 1962 

 
Beginning in 1962 Shell changed to a pictorial cover that was appropriate to the area 
mapped.  The identical cover was used on both the back and front from 1962 through 
1966.  Country scenes, landmarks, and buildings were photographed.  Certain specific 
sites were named atop the right hand corner of the picture.  Sometimes the same 
picture was used for every issue through 1972 as was the Wisconsin photo.  Indiana, 
however, and others had the picture changed, usually beginning with the 1967 issue. 



1962-1972, cont. 
 

 
Michigan 1963     Long Beach 1964 

 
It is extremely easy to differentiate the 1963 and 1964 maps.  Each cover, front and 
back, had one small white triangle to denote the 1963 and two triangles for 1964. 



1962-1972, cont. 
 

 
1962 Indiana      1965 Indiana 

 
Shell stopped using the triangle notation.  So, at first glance the 1962 and 1965 covers 
appear identical.  But note the Shell logo at the top of the map. 

The Shell logo 
was slightly 
larger, filling 
more of the red 
area. 

The red portion 
had square 
corners instead 
of rounded.  
Both 1965 and 
1966 issues 
used this format. 
 



1962-1972, cont. 
 

 
1967 Indiana     1967 Ohio 

 
Starting in 1967, only the front cover had a photograph.  Note that Indiana showed a 
new picture while Ohio, like many others, used the same as in previous years. 



1962-1972, cont. 
 

 
1967 Back covers 

 
This adverting promotion appeared only on the 1967 backs. 



1962-1972, cont. 
 

 
 1968-72 Front Covers     1968 Back Covers 

 
The 1968-1972 front covers were somewhat different from the preceding photo covers 
with urban areas specially mapped listed under the maps’ titles. 

The cities listed 
sometimes varied 
from year to year 
for the same state. 



1962-1972, cont. 
 

 
1968 Back Covers     1969 Back Covers 

 
The 1969 back cover contained one small variation.  Travelodge Motels was added to 
the food and lodging section.  This changed the text layout a bit. 



1962-1972, cont. 
 

 
1969 Back Covers    1970 Back Covers 

 
In 1970 another motel chain, Rodeway Inns, was added to the food and lodging list. 
Space likely necessitated removal of the car rentals section. 



1962-1972, cont. 
 

 
All 1971s—Early 1972 Backs  Late 1972—Early 1973 Backs 

 
The added "Extended Credit Terms" section changed the overall layout. 

This added section 
appeared on the later 
1972 issues and was 
also used for early 
1973s. 



1973-1975 
 

 
1973-1974 Front Covers 

 
Psychedelic art made its debut in 1973 with covers redrawn in that current fashion. The 
cover image was appropriate for the area mapped but captions were never listed and 
the same drawing was used for both years.  A few city maps for 1972 were similarly 
psychedelically styled but at this time it is not clear how often that occurred.      



1973-75, cont. 
 

 
Early 1973 Back Covers  Later 1973—All 1974 Backs 

 
 
 



1973-75, cont. 
 

 
 1975 Front Cover    1975 Back Cover 

 
Shell completely redesigned the maps for the special Bicentennial issues as shown 
above.  At this time no differently formatted 1975 maps have been spotted. 


